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Break frozen ground
for new rec center
Despite frozen ground and 24
degree temperatures, ground was
broken yesterday for the new $9.45
million student recreation facility.
Mark E. Kerns, undergraduate
student representative to the Board
of Trustees, turned the first shovel of
dirt.
Michael R. Wilcox, 1974-75 undergraduate representative to the
board, Dennis C. Bottonari, 1975-76
representative to the board, Dr.
Annie Clement, coordinator for
academic program development,
Michael A. Coffman, graduate
student representative to the board.
Charles Shanklin, board president
and University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. each took a turn with the
shovel

CONSTRUCTION of the facility is
slated to begin immediately. The
facility will include a SO -meter
swimming pool, a smaller pool, a
suspended
running track, a

multipurpose gym area for basketball, volleyball, tennis and badminton, along with handball and
squash courts. Space will also be
designated for archery, golf and
combat activities.
Bottonari said the building "shows
what can be done by the students
and administrators when they work
together and take the right steps."
It's what I feel should be one of
the most significant parts in the
history of Bowling Green." Wilcox
said.
The facility is scheduled for
completion in September, 1978 and
will be funded by student fees. The
approximate $20 hike in quarterly
general and facility fees will be
assessed when the center opens.
Moore said yesterday's weather
was an Indication of the necessity for
the building which he said would
draw people together and be hub of
activity.

N—H*.oto by Jim Olbom

Winter
wonderland

Walking through the snowy while finery
yesterday morning, this man may have been
contemplating a sunny beach In Florida, a ski

Oil tanker believed sunk

trlr- to Colorado or a chance to skate with
Dorothy HamilL Wherever his Imagination took
him, It probably wasn't to class.

Advisers stall Carter health plan
WASHINGTON (AP)--Although
President-elect Carter has prescribed
national health insurance for soaring
medical costs, don't expect any
immediate relief for that nagging
pain in your wallet
Carter's transition team working on
the program says the nation's
economic ills take priority and that
Carter wants to make existing health
programs, such as Medlcaid and
Medicare, work correctly first.
Chairman Al Ullman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, which
will handle tax costs of national
health insurance, says the administration will need most of this
year to perfect its recommendations.
"We may get to hearings this
year," Ullman said, "but no more
than that."
Even after Congress approves a

Weather
Cloudy with a chance of snow
Hurries Friday, ending during
the afternoon. Highs around 20.
Parity cloudy and cold Friday
aight Lows near i. Cloudy with
a chance of snow Saturday.
Highs near 22. The probability of
snow 40 per cent Friday and 28
per cent Friday night

government
Carter said
cooperative
and private

Economy takes priority
national health insurance plan, it will
take "a few yean" more to gear it
up, said Rep. Paul G. Rogers,
chairman of the health subcommittee.
HOWEVER, national health insurance is far from being on the
back burner," said Robert S. Havely,
health issues coordinator for Carter's
campaign and now a key healthprogram adviser on Carter's transition team. "It's something we're
working on now."
But Havely added: "We're going
to have to work very hard and for a
long time to get it.
It's not
something that'll happen
tomorrow
or next Tuesday." He said he doubts
the program will begin this year, but
declined to speculate about when it
might
"First, the economy is a very
important priority. It is obviously not
doing as well as we would like it to,
so Carter has to turn his attention to
unemployment, inflation and other
economic problems" Havely said.
"SECOND, Carter wants national
health insurance to be phased in so

some of the other problems we have
seen with other federal programs oan
be avoided...Gov. Carter has said the
first move toward national health
insurance Is getting a handle on
existing programs and making them
function right. And that certainly
does
include
Medicare
and
Medicald," he said.
Americans pay about $140 billion a
year for medical care.
In a campaign speech to the
Student National Medical Association
last April, Carter called for a
universal and mandatory national
health insurance program to ease the
burden. He said it should be funded
by general tax revenues and employer and employe payroll taxes.
Under the program, Carter said,
rates should be set In advance for
institutional care and doctor services,
and patients should be free to select
the physicians and treatment centers
they prefer. He said the program
should include more preventative
care and pre-natal and Infant care
benefits and should monitor the
quality of all health care provided.
He did not say how much the
program would cost, but said the

would not run it alone.
the program would be a
effort between the public
sectors.

BOSTON (AP)-After three days of
futile searching, the Coast Guard
said yesterday the tanker Grand
Zenith probably sank in the North
Atlantic with Its 311 crew members
and cargo of I million gallons of oil.
The search changed yesterday
from a hunt for the missing 644-foot
tanker to a hunt for life rafts and
debris. The Coast Guard estimated
there was only a 10 per cent chance
the Grand Zenith was still afloat
All 38 officers and crew members
on the tanker are from Taiwan.

financial dealings
mar secretary choice
PLAINS, GA. (AP)-Bounced checks and bad debts have denied one of
Jimmy Carter's closest aides the influential Job of appointments
secretary for the president.
Greg Schneiders, so close to Carter another aide calls him the
president-elect's third hand, withdrew from consideration to become
White House appointments secretary after seeing the FBI file on his
background, Carter Press Secretary Jody Powell said yesterday.
"Obviously Jimmy agreed with him," Powell said.
Powell said there has been no allegation of illegalities and that Carter
retains high regard for Schneiders'and his abilities. He said Schneiders
still might get a secondary position in the Carter administration.
He quoted the president-elect as saying: "I have real confidence in
Greg, and It is typical of him to want to take whatever action is
necessary to avoid embarrassing me or the Carter administration."
One Carter insider said, "From what I know about the situation, I
think he (Schneiders) made the right decision. Other people would have
put all of this together and just beat his brains out."
Schneiders' financial problems piled up during his ownership of
Whitby's, a now-defunct restaurant-bar on Capitol Hill in Washington,
and the Georgetown Beef Co., a similar operation in the Georgetown
section of the capital.
Schneiders, honeymooning in the Caribbean and unavailable for
comment, has said he believes all the bounced checks have been paid
off and that he has whittled his debts down to a minimal amount.

Coast Guard Capt Bernard Hoyland,
who is directing the search, said
there Is still a 90 per cent chance
that survivors-if any-might be found
in life rafts.
The tanker was last heard from
Dec. 31 when Its position was
reported as 60 miles south of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. The ship was
loaded with No. 6 industrial fuel oil.
The captain, T. K. Tsou, has 30
years' experience at sea.
THE SEARCH AREA extended
from Nova Scotia to Rhode Island
and more than 500 miles out to sea
from Cape Cod. Seven planes from
the United States and one from
Canada conducted the seanh, along
with the Coast Guard cutter Dallas.
The water temperature in the area
being searched was approximately 45
degrees. The Coast Guard aid that
after 30 minutes in such water, a
person without protective clothes
would have a 50-50 chance of surviving. After 24 hours, there is a 99
per cent chance he would die.
"I WAS REALLY hoping I'd find 1
big mess of oil out there with 38
grubby people in it" Hoylanc said.
The search area was nurrowed
yesterday from 100,000 square miles
to approximately 70,000 square miles
because the primary targets-life
rafts-were smaller and would not
drift as far, said Coast Guard Petty
Officer William Van Valkenburg.
The search aircraft flew at lower
altitudes, 500 to 1,500 feet, because of
the smaller targets.
The Grand Zenith left T- sport,
England, on Dec. 19, tod was
scheduled to arrive in Somerset,
Mass., last Sunday with oil .'or an
electric power plant

Sick beds?
Health center second floor
reopens os men's dormitory
By Tom Griesser
Staff Reporter
The University has a new men's dormitory this
quarter.
The elimination of inpatient services at the University
health center co>. bined with a higher than usual demand
for housing in men's dormitories has led to the conversion of the health center's second floor to a temporary
men's dormitory.
Forty-two incoming male students have been assigned
quarters in what were previously the health center's
inpatient facilities.
THESE STUDENTS are free to move into other dormitories as space becomes available during the quarter,
according to Robert G. Rudd, housing director.
However, Rudd said be believes most will choose to
remain in the health center's second floor living quarters.
"We are not going to push anyone out of there when a
spot becomes available in another dormitory," he said.
"And I believe that most of the residents at the health
center will want to stay there."
Rudd said the quality of the health center's living

facilities and the friendships developed among the
residents are two reasons why most would choose to stay.
One to three students now are residing in each of the
health center's 20 rooms.
Kreischer dining hall has issued meal tickets to the
new residents, who pay standard room and board rates.
RUDD SAID THE decision to use the center as a
temporary dormitory was made during the first weet of
December when it became apparent that inpatient services there would be discontinued
"We had the alternatives of either turning away incoming students or assigning them into already full
dormitories," he said.
John R Saddlemire, resident assistant at the center,
said the majority of the residents are satisfied with the
living arrangements.
"Each room here has separate bathrooms and individual beating controls," be said. "Too bad they're
closing it after this quarter-It could become more
popular than Offenhauer."
The living quarters at the health center will be converted into faculty or administrative offices at the end of
this quarter, according to Rudd.

•
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Hospital
haven
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Doe to an Increase In requests for on-campns housing for men, some University
students are being housed on the second floor of the health center. Jim McCabe
and Tfan Willis, freshmen, adjust to the new environment the same way most
freshmen do-by decorating the room. The students enjoy the individual
restrooms, hot have complained about the lack of laundry facilities and ample
closet space.

tr.

opinion
one plate only

!•!•

Ohio should discontinue the requirement that two license plates
be dl- played on vehicles in the state. The second Is a waste of
material and taxpayers* money.
Unlike many other states, Ohio still requires that each of Its 6.5
millioi cars display plates on both the front and back bumpers, not
to mention trucks and other vehicles controlled by the same policyRequiring only one plate would eliminate the waste of tons of
metal and hours of manpower. Removing one of the plates will not
hampi r law enforcement to any substantial degree and the Idea has
been endorsed by the American Automobile Association.
In < Jdltlon, the state should issue a new plate only once every
two o three years. Issuing validation stickers In other years. This
idea I is been tried here before and should be extended to the oneplate

ra.

Requiring cars to carry only one plate and issuing stickers would
not only follow the trend toward more conservative use of natural
resources, but it could help lower the price of plates to the consumer without cutting tax revenues.
The idea has already begun to gather momentum in the state
leglsla ure and its Implementation should not wait too long.

grant amnesty soon
President-elect Carter, In probably his strongest campaign
promise, said he would grant amnesty to draft evaders as one of his
first ifflclal actions as President. Carter should make haste in
folio ing through with his promise and bring the evaders home.
Tl
limited amnesty program instituted by President Ford, which
slip
iied that returning evaders must partake in some public
servh ■ program, was a commendable idea, but did relatively little
to t ourage reslsters to return to the United States.
But Carter's program would give unconditional amnesty to draft
evaders living In Canada, Sweden or other countries.
The men who will return to the U.S. under Carter's program,
after all, were primarily honest individuals morally opposed to an
undeclared and senseless war. To them, amnesty with strings attached is frustrating and bureaucratic.
Establishing amnesty for draft evaders Is opposed by many who
fought In Vietnam, but it Is necessary in this case. Carter should
activate his program as soon as he Is sworn In. It was a strong
campaign commitment and should be met without delay.

'judgment is founded on truth... *

your winter vacation pleasure
WASHINGTON-The problem
after a Christmas vacation is that
parents of college students can
never be quite sure if their
children had a good time or not.
I've taken a leaf from Holiday
Inns, Howard Johnson motels and
Hilton to solve this problem. In
many motel and hotel rooms there
la a form the management asks
the guests to fill out regarding the
service of the establishment.
As a public service I am printing
a similar form that parents can
mail to their children at school to
find out if they were satisfied with
their vacation visit. Just clip it out
and stick it in with the next check
you send to your loved ones.
DEAR GUESTS,
In order to improve our service
at
(write address) we are
asking you to fill out the following
form. Your answers will help us In
our desire to improve our guest
operation and to guarantee that
you will come back again. A
stamped return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.
1. Were you happy with the hotel
service you received from your
mother?
. Your father?
.
Other members of the family?
. If you weren't please tell us
where you felt they let you down
In the blank space on the back of
this form.
2. Were you satisfied with the
meals? Please rate them as (a)
Excellent (b) Good (c) Fair or (d)
Poor.
S. COULD YOUR friends find
everything they wanted in the
icebox? Yes
No
. Was
there enough beer, wine and liquor
available for them when they

tfgCOTT

Letters
liberal arts
Recently, criticism of the liberal
arts curriculum has again surfaced, as it has periodically
through the centuries. The focus
today is on so-called "practical"
fields as opposed to "liberal arts"
courses. Recently Steven Marcus,
an English professor at Columbia,
asked "why are humanities In
trouble?"
Margaret Gorden, of the Carnegie Commission on Policy
Studies on Higher Education, gives
us a hint: "Liberal Arts graduates
are a drag on the market." They
are a drag, supposedly because
they train one to do nothing,
whereas 'hose who go to college to
learn ■ profession such as
medicine,
law,
teaching,
engineering, etc. are In high
demand.
There are several problems with
this conclusion. First of all, it la
difficult tor us to know what we
are going to spend our life doingoven whan we are in college. It Is
well known that in college a large
number of students switch their
majors at least once-and many
student! switch several tims. Even
after graduation the majority of
students do not end up In the field

they obtained a degree In. And it
is becoming more common to
change careers in mid-life. A
number of things-Job demand,
luck, who we know, opportunitydetermine which career we end up
in; thus there are some handicaps
in receiving training in a specific
profession.
A person with a degree in dental
technology is trained to do but one
thing-dental assistance. He Is
learning a set of directly
marketable skills. On the other
hand, liberal arts classes have
never Intended to train a person
for any kind of a Job-liberal arts
courses throughout history and
still, to a large extent, today are
designed to train people for "life"all aspects of life, Including, but
not specifically, a Job. It Is well
known that those who can succeed
at living, especially at getting
along with those people one works
with will probably succeed In the
majority of Jobs available today.
The skills that liberal arts trains
one for-an understanding of the
stream of time, the events of the
past, an understanding of people,
behavior, and the present and past
world we live in as well as giving
the student the various tools of

thinking and especially an understanding of oneself, will go a
long ways towards training people
In many kinds of Jobs.
Further, many Jobs do not
require a competence in a specific
area-many employers (especially
in business and the government)
would rather train an employee
themselves. The most Important
quality for most Jobs-according to
many studies-is the ability to get
along with people especially the
ability to communicate. And liberal
arts studies certainly help one to
do this, if only In giving their
students the ideas to communicate
and practice in communicating via
reading, writing, talking and
listening.
True, the function of liberal arts
to some extent is selective - those
who can communicate better
probably do better in high school
thus are more likely to get Into a
liberal arts program (or any
program), but the point Is specific
skills are limited In their benefits
of applicability, where skills
developed
In
liberal
arts
curriculum are less limited.
Dr. Jerry Bergman
Department of Educational
Foundations and Inquiry

>

*
Arl Buchwoid

«. WAS THERE enough hot
water for your bath or shower?
Did you find your father's hairbrush when you needed it? Were
you happy with the brand of
cosmetics you borrowed from your
mother's dresser? Did you have
enough clean towels every day?
Did your mother pick up the dirty
ones after you bathed, in a
satisfactory and cheerful manner?
7. What was your opinion of our
limousine service? Was there a car
always available when you needed
It or did you have to wait until a
member of the family completed
an errand? Did the doorman park
your car or did you have to do it
yourself?
8. How would you rate the help?
(a) friendly and on the Job; (b)
willing to drop everything to
resolve a request, no matter how
demanding? (c) surly and uncooperative. In this respect were you
made to feel at home, or did you
get the Impression the help would
be happy when your vacation was
over?

■43*
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dropped by? Were they satisfied
with their accommodations when
they decided to sleep over? Yes —
- No
. Were there any complaints about the room service?
4. Did you find the house quiet
enough when you slept late in the
morning? Were you disturbed by
anyone coming into your room
asking when you were getting up?
Was your room cleaned up
satisfactorily while you were in the
kitchen having breakfast?
5. How did you find the laundry
service? Were there always fresh
clothes In your drawers and did
our staff pick up the dirty ones
every day which you threw on the
floor?

co-operative and willing to
dispense funds at any time of the
day or night? Or did he hesitate to
give you cash when you needed it?
10. Finally, did we at Hotel —
(fill in your name) provide you
with the school vacation you
dreamed of? Did it live up to your
expectations? Will you come back
as our guest next Easter? How
many people do you expect to
bring with you? Would you
recommend us to your friends?
Our existence depends on your
patronage and our only purpose is
to make you happy. If we have
done so we're very pleased. If we
have failed in any way, no matter
how small, we would like to hear
from you. Remember: "Our Casa
Is Your Casa."
Sincerely yours

(Name of Mother),
Housekeeper and

of

(Name of Father)
Manager

I. DID YOU FIND our cashier

Director

Catering
and

Chairman

of the

Board

on avoiding nuclear war
WASHINGTON- Mr. Carter's
advance guard in Washington is
saying that the new president and
his apolntees will "hit the ground
running" on inauguration day. But
in what direction? Our political
customs - one dares not call them
a system - are such that even now,
two years after the man began his
campaign, we don't know how
most of his confidants are likely to
be or in what direction their noses
will be pointed.
In foreign and military affairs
good men are mentioned like Sen.
Dick Clark of Iowa and frightful
men like Nixon's old Secretary of
the Defense, James Schlesinger. So
also are a number of Democratic
bureaucrats and diplomats of the
peace-through-death school.
MR. CARTER himself, as men
in his position do, uses the word
peace often and with feeling, but in
the past peace has turned out to be
a synonym for war. There's no
way of knowing at this Juncture
whether Carter does have some
new ideas or if he's another John
Kennedy. It was Kennedy who
talked peace as he trifled and
played ltty-bitty tricks on Khrushchev, the one Russian boss since
the revolution who seemed to share
many of the West's most important
political values. A great chance
was lost.
Brezhnev and the current group
of bosses obviously don't share
much In the way of beliefs with us.
There'll be no loosening up, no
democratization under them. On
the other hand the noises they
consistently give off indicate they
want to move in the direction of
arms limitation and disarmament.
Is that the direction Mr. Carter
will be running after hitting the
ground?
Some American president is
going to have to try moving that
way soon or it's the big mushroom
for all of us. As the technologies of
warning systems against attack get
quicker and more sensitive the
chances of collective death by
inadvertence grow. The world is
less fall-safe every year. And there
are other eventualities. Like China.
How long are these two Communist countries going to remain
enemies? What do we do if they
reunite? Double the bomb budget
and reinstitute conscription?
WE'RE SUCH an overmoralized
nation it's hard for us to handle
the thought we can have peace but
we can't liberate the enslaved part
of mankind at the same time. The
price of peace is others will
remain in bondage. That shouldn't
shock us. It has been basic
American policy to keep people in
bondage to further our military
security. We've been doing that for
decades the world over. We don't
say boo when allies In South Korea
put Christian missionaries in pots.
If we can pay that price to
preserve and strengthen our
military alliances, we can pay the
same price to do away with the
need for them.
"Survival in a nuclear age takes
precedence over freedom," writes
Arthur Macy Cox, the ex-CIA and

Nicholas
von Hoffman

State Department man now at the
Brookings Institution. (See his
"The Dynamics of Detente: How to
End the Arms Race," W.W. Norton
& Co., for a touch of realism on
this topic.) The clamor over
Russian Jewry has obscured the
wisdom of Cox's statement.
It is even less in the interest of
the United States to link peaceful
coexistence with the condition of
servitude of Soviet Jews than it
was in our interest to promise help
to the Hungarians and the Czechs
if they rebelled against their
master and then let them be
slaughtered off.
TWENTY YEARS ago when the
Russians were incomparably
weaker than they are now,
Eisenhower and Dulles chickened
out of coming to the aid of the
Hungarian Freedom Fighters.
Everybody remembers they chose
peace over freedom, so everybody
knows that linking disarmament to
any kind of liberalization in Russia
is pointless.
When men like Senator Scoop
Jackson try, you have to wonder if
his inner purpose isn't to prolong
the arms race. Guns are the only
government expenditures that
members
of
both
parties
unreservedly approve of, and today
neither Democrats nor Republicans

believe there is a chance of
holding employment up without
such expenditures. Men of the
Jackson stripe see munitions as
the only politically feasible, largescale Job creation program. That's
how you make a Keynsian out of a
Barry Goldwater.
Our penchant for liberating
peoples oppressed by their own
governments had best be directed |
toward nations without atomictipped missiles. South Africa or
Brazil could serve nicely. Chile
would be an especially good one, |
not because a South American
concentration camp or torture "J
chamber is worse than a Russian
one, but because reestablishing I
freedom is safer in Santiago.
IF BREZHNEV and the present
group of bosses are less liberal on
internal questions than was
Khrushchev, on arms they've
signalled that they want to make a
deal, a practical quid pro quo deal,
a safe enforceable deal. The
question is how long they'll be
around and what will come after
them? Peace-loving, parliamentary, western-style democrats or
guys who think the next war is
winnable?
Every administration likes to get
started with an early rush
betokening new and energetic
beginnings. The Carter people give
it a military-machismo sound with
their hitting the ground running. It
might be better if they hit the
leather seats of their new desk
chairs thinking. They should be
thinking about this chance to
secure peace for mankind, and
peace and freedom for ourselves.
Do we take it now or do we try for
more and end up with less?
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Day in Review Third World paper published
rrom Associoted Press Reports

By Chrw BteUki

Disease cause probed
Records of the Salk polio vaccination
program In the 1950s and 1960s are being
reviewed to determine if it had any
relationship with Guillain-Barre syndrome, the national Center for Disease
Control said yesterday.
The syndrome, a mysterious paralysis
about which little is known, was
responsible for suspension of the
national swine flu inoculation program
Dec. 29. There were numerous reports
of people suffering from the disease's
temporary paralysis after taking the
swine flu shots.
Dr. Philip S. Brachman, director of
the center's bureau of epidemiology,
said the investigation of the polio
vaccination program was routine.
There were no clues specifically linking
the polio vaccine developed by Dr.
Jonas Salk in BM to Guillain-Barre, he
said.
The investigation does not include use
of the oral polio vaccine developed by
Dr. Albert B. Sabin and approved for
use in the United States in 1961, he said.

Tax curbs pulled
Proposed curbs on tax shelters extensively used by high-income individuals have been withdrawn by
Treasury Secretary William E. Simon.
Simon said the measures had been
formalized without his knowledge and
he wanted to discuss them with Internal
Revenue
Commissioner
Donald
Alexander and Charles Walker, assistant
Treasury secretary for tax policy.
Simon acted Wednesday within hours
of publication of the proposed
regulations in the Federal Register.
Such publication is routinely the first
step in implementing such proposals.
The proposals would have substantially toughened the tax treatments
of limited partnerships. They were
designed to make it much more difficult
for tax shelters that function like corporations to get the special tax benefits
of partnerships.

Interior Dept. critiques
The U.S. Department of Interior
"resembles a feudal kingdom" and is
generally viewed as "a dispenser of
special favors for a variety of interests," according to a report written
by President-elect Carter's presidential
transition team.
The administrative report also said
recent secretaries of Interior were seen
as "light-weights" by other Cabinet
members and congressmen. The paper
criticized "many unqualified political
appointments which have been made
during the past few years."
The seven-page paper on Interior's
administrative problems is part of a
briefing book assembled for Idaho Gov.
Cecil Andrus, the Interior secretarydesignate. The volume was put together
by members of Carter's energy-natural
resources transition section.
The report said the President-elect "is
likely to pursue some early actions in
the natural resources area, perhaps
including an environmental message,"
to begin correcting Interior's problems
and to set goals.

Liquor goes metric
The fifth of Kentucky bourbon is
nearing its final stand as a Southern
tradition. Liquor is going metric and
several major distilleries plan to begin
converting in the next two weeks.
If you want to buy a fifth, soon you'll
have to ask for a "750 milliliter." For
a size similar to the quart, you'll have
to say, "Give me a liter."
In three years, there won't be fifths,
quarts or half-gallon quantities of liquor-that's federal law. So you'll have to be
familiar with the metric system to know
what you're buying.
Metric-size bottles have been legal
containers since Oct. 1 and some
already are on shelves in stores.

Beirut barricaded
Approaches to the Christian sector of
Beirut were barricaded yesterday in
preparation for a mass funeral of the
victims of the bombing Monday night
that killed 40 persons, the Christian
Phalangist radio reported.
Incoming motorists were stopped.
Cars allowed to enter were given
careful checks by Syrian troops.
An investigation into the bombing and
other attacks in the Christian enclave
northeast of Beirut points to the
Lebanese Communists, the newspaper
Al Ahrar said. The paper speaks for
former President Camille Chamoun, his
National Liberal Party and its Tigers
militia.
"The tragedy can well be repeated,
but we are prepared to fight back," the
paper quoted Chamoun.

Cleveland murders down

minority news had been on
the minds of the minority
students for a long time.
The
idea
finally
materialized early last
quarter.
The paper was begun by
Alcide Vincent, an exchange student from New
Mexico,
and
VonCeil
Carter,
a
Journalism
major. Their main objective was to report the
news of the Third World
and give minority students
journalistic writing experience, according to
Moore.

SHE SAID THE staff is
comprised of minority
student volunteers, most of
whom are Journalism
majors.
Issues dated Nov. 10 and
Dec. 2, 1976 have already
been published. A third is
planned for late January.
Moore said the staff's
main concern is to increase
circulation of the free
paper. One thousand copies
were printed for the first
two issues. Two thousand
are planned for future
issues
Originally,
the

publication was funded by
the Third World Theater
and Cultural Activities.
However, Moore said the
newspaper's advertising
had been steadily increasing and soon the ads
should cover expenses.
"I have talked to advertisers in Toledo and
Bowling Green," Moore
said."People seem very
interested."
SHE SAID GENERAL
response
toward
the
publication
has
been
positive and many persons
were surprised that the

minority students war*
able to organize and
publish a newspaper.
"Many whites were
surprised that we could
publish a newspaper with
meaningful articles and
good copy," Moore said.
She
said
minority
students
also
have
responded positively and
there has never been a
lack of participation.
She said the staff does
not have an office and the
paper is assembled by
hand, but they are in the
process of improving.

Cleveland's murders have fallen each
year since 1973 when there were a
record 333 killings. The figure was 321
in B74 and 304 in 1975.
Suburban Cleveland homicides,
however, have increased from 30 to SO
in the same period.
Fred S. Szabo, law enforcement
planner for the Criminal Justice
Coordinating Council of Greater
Cleveland, said trends in killing are
"probably among the most difficult to
explain" because homicide is among the
least preventable, most spontaneous
crimes.

University minority
students now have a
campus publication of their
own, "The Obsidian,"
which features student
editorials and profiles,
international news and
reports on controversial
issues
concerning
minorities.
Nina Moore, junior and
advertising manager of the
new publication, said the
idea
of
starting
a
newspaper containing
primarily international and

The 253 homicides in Cleveland in 1976
were the fewest in Ohio's largest city
since 1968, while the toll in the rest of
Cuyahoga County jumped to an all-time
high of 50, according to figures released
Wednesday by the county coroner.

Apartment tenants shuttled to campus
By Bill Lammers
Asst Copy Editor

Dayton wants fair
Dayton is going after the 2003 World's
Fair.
"The year 2003 may seem like a long
way off," said Stephen J. Carter, a
Dayton architect who has organized
goals for the project, "but a project this
important, and of this magnitude, needs
a strong base, and a long time to
develop."
So far, Dayton Jaycees, the Chamber
of Commerce, the Leadership Dayton
program and other groups have been
receptive to the challenge, Carter said.
The year 2003 was selected because it
marks the 100th anniversary of the
invention of the airplane in Dayton by
Wilbur and Orvillt Wright

Rhodes seeks input
Gov. James A. Rhodes said yesterday
he will ask the advice of Ohio's citizens
as to how their state government might
be more effective.
He declared next week as "Write the
Governor Week" and said he is inviting
opinions, ideas and suggestions.
"Every letter will be answered,"
Rhodes promised in a prepared
statement
accompanying
the
proclamation.
Rhodes, who a week from today will
have been governor longer than anyone
else in Ohio's history, didn't mention the
Democrat-controlled legislature with
which he often differs.
But the Republican chief executive
said "we know from past correspondence that some injustices have been
imposed on people as a result of
discretionary decisions.
If such
situations are reported to us, we will
act to correct them."

Syrians watch hangings
Crowds braved a cold dawn yesterday
in Damascus, Syria to watch the
hangings of three men convicted for a
series of bomb attacks allegedly instigated by Iraq. Some of the crowd
spat on a body.
Several persons spat at the
Palestinian's body as it swung from a
crossbar, a copy of the court's death
sentence pinned to the front of the dead
man's long white cloak.
An official announcement said nine
other Syrians were also found guilty
during secret trials on similar charges.
Four were Jailed for life and the other
five got terms ranging from one to
seven years.
"Syria is becoming the toughest antiterrorist country in the world," said a
well-dressed Syrian in the crowd watching the execution in the main square
of Damascus.

If you've seen a mint
green bus picking up
students
along
South
College Drive, your eyes
are not playing tricks on
you-the bus is green, and
it brings residents of
Forest Apartments, 853
Napoleon Rd., to campus.
Forest Apartments,
owned by 10 businessmen,
bought the bus, a Wayne
bus body on a General

Motors
chassis,
in
December.
Judy Woodward, property
manager for Pendelton
Realty Company, which
manages Forest, said the
bus is an inducement for
current residents to remain
and prospective tenants to
rent at Forest
The bus also will help
alleviate
parking
congestion at Forest It is
seven-tenths of a mile from
campus, and many tenants
have cars.

Woodward is quick to
point out that the distance
between the apartments
and campus is not as far
as it seems, since it is
eight-tenths of a mile
between Mercer Road and
Thurston Avenue, the
eastern
and
western
University boundaries.
The bus is maintained by
Richard Patenburg of
Rich's University Gulf, 435
E. Wooster St., who also
drives the bus.
WHEN PENDELTON

Shots make kids cabbages'
LONDON
(AP)--A
nember of Parliament
charged yesterday that a
common vaccination has
caused brain damage and
turned some children into
"cabbages." But health
authorities still advised
parents to immunize their
babies.
Laborite Jack Ashley
said 300 children in Britain,
over a 25-year period, have
been deafened, blinded, or
permanently
brain
damaged after getting a
shot against whooping
cough, typhoid and tetanus.
"Happy, healthy children
have been turned into
cabbages within a few
days," Ashley wrote to Sir
Idwal Pugh, the government
ombudsman,
in
requesting a full inquiry.
THE DEPARTMENT of
Health and Social Security
said parents should have
no anxiety about vaccinating their babies with
the now almost universal
"three-in-one" shot given

at the age of six months.
"Our official advice Is
that although there seems
to be a risk, on balance it
seems to be worthwhile
getting vaccinated," a

department spokesman
said.
The British Medical
Association threw its
support behind the campaign for compensation.
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WOMEN FOR WOMEN

sponsored by

NOW
presents
"How We Got The Vote"
7:30 p.m. Jan. 11
Room 110 BA

Realty circulated surveys
in November, the tenants
indicated they wanted a
bus service, Woodward
said. However, only about
12 tickets for the service
have been sold. Quarter
passes are $15 and 10-trip
books are $2.50. The 10-trip
books must be used during
the month in which they
are issued.
"All the response we've
received has been good,"
Woodward said, "but then,
we would only hear from
the good."
The bus picks up

SI6MA ALPHA EPSILON
($U fnttmltf row)

Come & Learn whet fraternity
life is ell about end whet we
hew to offer you.
Jmuty 9, 10; », 17, 18 front V9 p.m.

DINO'S

PIZZA PUB
PARTIES AND GROUP
RATES AVAILABLE
Happy Hours
Mon-Tues 4-7
specials on pitchers
& by the glass

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON
Sunday 3:00
Super Bowl XI

HOURS

SUN
WED 4 p.m. .Ion.
TMURS SAT 4pm-Jo m

352-3551 ^8>.US
53J EAST WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN

with refreshments

«EE Df HVf Rr SERVICE - 20MINUTE PICK UP SERVICE

3 00 minimum ipiuo. tubs, oorlic b/ mad and toll dttnki only]

Monday
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Entertainment by

NOW LEASING

'The Delta
Dimplettes"

For Sept. - 9 Month Lease

LSI □

available at
$260.00 per month
Located at 824 6th Street

HOOGBKS

I

include

Classes closed
About 8,200 pupils in Lorain and
Trumbull counties were without classes
yesterday while Howland schools were
closed officially because of a teachers
strike, and Sheffield-Sheffield Lake
teachers staying away from their jobs.
Howland Supt. Thomas Powers ordered schools closed officially following
Wednesday's classes, saying he felt
there was "clear and present danger"
to youngsters because of lack of
supervision in the continuing strike by
his district's 272 teachers.
Meanwhile, the Cincinnati Federation
of Teachers presented a bargaining
package to its board of education that
included demands for a cost-of-living
salary increase, binding arbitration of
grievances and class size maximums.
The Cincinnati proposal also sought
strict discipline plus the right for
teachers to share in administrative
decisions.

students at Forest 20
minutes before the hour,
and in Lot A near Kohl
Hall on the hour. In addition, the bus also picks
students up at Foreat at
5:15 p.m., and at 10 p.m.
on campus
The service does not
make money, Woodward
said, but the owners
consider it a necessary
service.
"We're playing it by ear
right now," she said, "it's
all so new. It could be a
huge
success
or
a
miserable failure."

•

Furnished

*

Two Bedrooms

w
*

Central Air Conditioning
Washer-Dryer in Building

•

FREE Cablevision

*

Natural Gas Heat, Water,
Sewage, Trash Removal ALL PAID BY LANDLORD.

•

Tenant Pays Only For Lights

PHONE

352-5163

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main
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Outdoors Column
ACROSS

Freeze mounting birds
By Bill Flak
Outdoors Columnlit
•Nice shot!" exclaims
your hunting partner as
he picks up the ringneck
pheasant that you have
just dropped with the
second barrel of your
side-by-side. "This one'll
make a great mount for
that empty wall in your
den."
With the bird safely
tucked in the gamebag, It
is now up to the hunter
to insure its safe arrival
at the taxidermist's door.
The way in which the
bird is handled and
prepared by the hunter
can result in the difference between a good
or poor mount. What is
the correct procedure?
That's tne question I
put to Joseph M. Temari,
a
taxidermist
from
Parma Heights, Ohio who
is considered by many to
be the best taxidermist in
the state.
ACCORDING
TO
Temari,
tfee
hunter
should have an idea of
what the taxidermist
expects of him before
setting foot in the field.

"I tell most people to
check on your taxidermist," Temari said. "Go
around and check the
different places and find
the one that you like.
Find out from him what
his requirements are
after you get your game
and then follow it to a
tee and he'll give you a
nice looking Job," he
added.
The preparation of fish
and game for mounting
depends
on
the
taxidermist who will be
doing the work. All
require the procedure
which will best fit their
mounting methods.
Some taxidermists
prefer the hunter to gut
game birds by making a
longitudinal incision from
the anal vent along the
belly at the sternum In
order to remove the
entrails. This cut is then
easily sewn and covered
with feathers in the final
mounting procedure.
Others recommend that
the bird be carefully
skinned and salted to
preserve it for the mount,
especially if there will be
a delay in delivering it to
the taxidermist.

TEMARI'8 METHOD,
however, Is to simply
wrap the bird In a plastic
air-tight bag and freeze it
as quickly as possible.
"Birds you don't have
to worry as much about
as you do fish or
something on that order,"
said Temari. "On a fish
you have the actual skin
of the fish that shows on
the mount. On a bird you
have
feathers.
Consequently, fish are one of
the hardest things to
mount," he said.
Temari's advice for
preparing fish Is almost
as simple as that for
birds. "Don't touch them
with a knife for one
thing. Leave It whole, put
it in a plastic bag, seal
it, wrap It in newspaper
and freeze It, lay it flat,"
said Temari. "But be
careful not to bend the
tail because you'll break
the spines In it, and
that's pretty hard to hide.
It doesn't matter If the
tail's closed or not, Just
don't bend It," he warned.
When Temari receives
a fish or game animal to
be mounted, he will skin
and gut It himself, Insuring a good mount and

0' SUZANNA'S POTPOURRI
30% OFF ON EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

INCLUDING NEW STOCK
131 S. Main

2 Doors from LASALLE*S

avoiding possible slip-ups
by the inexperienced
sportsman.
Temari maintains
seven freezers which are
filled with fish and game
ready to be mounted.
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For short.
for short
Discuss
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Farmer's concern
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Laboratory
routine
5 One-time fiction*
al character
8 Suffix with
mono, die, etc.

24 Catch

26 Ledger entry
28 Pieces of fins
pottery
31 Scamp
36 Put of s church
36 Book of the
Apocrypha
37 Plug
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HE MOUNTS fish and
game for the Ohio
Department of Natural
Resources to be used In
state exhibits and also
does work for several
members
of
the
40 Besides
Cleveland Browns football
41 Large cats
team.
43 Type
46 Han
If you do find yourself
47 Chemical
afield or afloat with a
suffixes
trophy bird or fish and
48 Famous initials
are not sure of how to
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handle it, follow Temari's
of Corinth
methods of freezing the
63 Glide
species whole as quickly
56
on (get
■head of): Phras.
as possible. This might
66 Policeman
not be the way your
60 Bring together
taxidermist may wish to
have it delivered to him,
but at least the prize will
not end up needlessly
butchered because of an
Inexperienced skinning or
gutting Job.
"We're only able to DOONESBURY
give a good mount If we
get the specimen in good
SOHOVPTTGO,
shape," he said, "We
SWEETHEART? WAS
can't Just go ahead and
THE PARTY'UNBEARmake something beautiful
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11. Blessing
12 Descartes
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18 Not care —
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Fame name
good many)
42 Space agency,
26 Air of jaunty
for short
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44 Leisure
27 Gunny cloth
45 Fourth
29 Constantly
48 Physician of
30 Tennis matches
circa 200 A.D
31 Man's nickname 50 Operatic
32 Nut tree
selections
33 One who has
51 Metrical stress
taken the pledge 62 Name for a collie
34 Lacuna
63 Roderick Dhu

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
by Garry Trudeau
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ABORTION
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Classifieds
Friday, January I. 1977
Tom Rennelsaum will speak on "The Olympic Mts. of
Washington" on Friday at noon in Rm. 070 Overman Hall.
Geology Brown Bag Free 6> open to all.
Sunday. January 9. 1977
Bridge tryouts for the International Intercollegiate Tournament Regional to be held at Western Michigan Feb. 3, 4 &
S. Two winning pair will be sent, all expenses paid. River
Room, Union 1 p.m. today.
Campus Bridge Club, Capitol Rm. Union at 1:30 p.m. A
Duplicate Bridge Match, open to all experienced players with
a partner.
Human Rights Alliance meeting. Wayne Rm., Union. 5 p.m.
RIDES

mo. Call 352 130).

Need ride to and or from
Luckey. Mon. Fri. Times
flexible
Call
Deb.
372
2648. 9 12.

Wanted: Rmmte. F. $65 mo.
plus elec. Call 352-4916.

LOST 8. FOUND
Black Lab. Male 2 yrs. old.
Answers to Trapper. North
Of town. Ph. 352 3852
SERVICES OFFERED

Senior pictures will be taken for one week onlyJanuary 17—21. One evening will be
available for those who have time conflicts.
Call early for an appointment!
Sitting fee - '3.75.

Sigma Phi Epsilon RUSH!
Sunday 3 p.m. Superbowl XI
with "refreshments".

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Need help with housework?
Experienced house cleaner at
your service. Student at
BGSU. good ret. Call Debbie
3524173.

Babysitter needed. 3 p.m. 11
p.m. Own transp. $2 hr. Call
Portage before 3. 664 2285.
HELP WANTED
Walters 8. waitresses full &
part time. A few openings
for people 16-31. Apply Dixie
Electric. 25481 Dixie Highway, Perrysburg. 874 8449.
Part time Secretary. 6 to 10
hr. wfc.i need to type, file
and spell. Call 352 1355.

SAE has a strong policy
against haling and encourages pledge programs
based on realizing each
individuals potential for
growth. RUSH SAE tonight
7 9.
SAE
has
the
greatest
number of Initiates of any
national fraternity. There
must be a reason. RUSH
SAE wirh one of our favorite
sororities. Wed. Jan. 11. 7-9.
Semi Formal Dress.
Beer Blast Phi Kappa Tau
House. Sat. night 9 ?

Come and party at the
Central Inn, corner of Rt. 582
8, Dunbridge Rd. This Sat.
night Band playing from 9 1
a.m. Band night Wed. 9-1
a.m. Any bands Interested
come on out. Hrs. 8:30 a.m.
11 p.m. wkdays. 9 1 a.m.
Wed. 8. wkends.
CRYSTAL CITY
SOUND
COMPANY.
Disco
entertainment for Teas, Rush
Parties 8. dances. Get the
most for your sound dollar
3528738.

To busy to type a paper?
Call Lyn 352 92*5. Reasonable
rates.

Babysitter, our home, 3
children. Several afternoons,
own car. 352-3835.

joanie What a way to start
the quarter-Ivy Leaf of the
Love. Your Sisters.

WANTED

PERSONALS

Need 1 or 2 M rmmts. to
share 3 bdrm. farmhouse on
Napoleon Rd. $56 or $65
month. 352 3349

Bill, my time Is upl Happy
21 Birthday. Love Deb.

Carol We didn't forget you
congratulations on
your
engagement to Jamie. Love,
The Alpha Phi's

Need 1 F. to subi. apt. spr.
qtr. 352 3257.
F. subl. immed 2 4940
Need 1 F. for spr. qtr. $40

At SAE, your only a pledge
from 8-5.
SAE Is one of the largest
traternities
on
campus.
There must be a reason.
RUSH SAE. Sunday, January
9, 7*.

Spread the Word
Windfall is Back
With More Music
and Fun!
Have a chance to win a case
of Mlchelob; Pi Kappa Phi
RUSH Party Tuesday 7.30?
Sigma Phi Epsilon RUSH.
Monday
7:30-9:30
p.m.
Entertainment by "The Delta
Dimplette Dancers" and
refreshments. All Interested
men welcome.
FOR SALE
'69 Opel GT Good shape
Good deal. Ph. 352 5428 eve.
'71 VW Bus. 55.000 miles.
Runs good. Must sell Call
Fremont 334 3279.
Matching red plaid couch 8.
chair. 3 mo. old. $200 set.
352 9229 after 5:30.
FOR RENT
2 bdrm. turn. apt. avail,
immed. Up to 4 people. Jan
rent pd. $240 mo. 352 4115 or
352 5017.
Furn. effec. apt. avail.
Immed. Util. pd. Call 3524459
M F 8:30-5.
Furn. 3 bdrm. house 1 blk.
• rom
campus.
Males
preferred
$75
mo.
per
student. Ph. 353 3855.
Modern Effec. apt. to sublet.
All util. pd. Good location
$140 mo. 'ft mo. rent free.
Call 352-2405 or 372-0310.

Congratulations Deb on your
engagement to Keith! Love,
your Alpha Phi Sisters.

HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
for Fall of 1977. No Increase
in rate from Fall of 1976.
$350 mo. Call 9378. Model
opened Sat. after 1-4.

Happy Birthday Captain.
Love will keep us together.
All my "muskrat" love,
Tennlle.

Campus Manor has openings
for 1 6. 2 gals, to fill 4 gal
agts. tor w
& s qtr.
352•302 or 352 7345 eve.
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Concerts, films head UAO agenda
Normally, winter quarter is the time of
year to register for 18 hours, sit next to
the radiator and study. But, a student can
find a wealth of activities and events
sponsored by the Union Activities
Organization (UAO).
UAO will sponsor Coffeehouse concerts,
national rock groups, a hypnotist and
famed writers this quarter.
Coffeehouse concerts, held in the Carnation Room, Union, will be improved with
the addition of new speakers, according to
James Stofan, UAO Director.
AT S TONIGHT, John Bassette will
perform. Admission is tl with a student
ID.
Walter Kraft, scheduled for a Coffeehouse appearance later in the quarter,
will also hold a guitar seminar for
students.
Coffeehouse concerts are recorded by
WBGU-FM and aired the following Sunday
evening at 7.
Wild Cherry and Brick will perform Jan.
23 in Anderson Arena. This disco-oriented
billing begins this quarter's UAO-sponsored
concerts.

Tentatively scheduled for March 6 Is
guitarist Jeff Beck. UAO also is
negotiating with both Bob Seger and
Melissa Manchester, according to Stofan.
"LAST QUARTER, the Billy Joel concert
made $1,500 and, overall, we finished in
the black on concerts," Stofan said. Gino
Vannelli also performed here last quarter.
Hypnotist James Mapes will appear Feb.
10. In a show titled "Power of the Mind",
Mapes combines extrasensory perception
and hypnosis as well as audience participation.
Known for Playboy's annual "Sex In The
Cinema" feature, writer Arthur Knight will
visit the University Jan. 25. Other speakers
being considered Include Sam Irvine,
Barbara Jordan and a Scotland Yard official.
During spring break, UAO offers
students hiking in the Appalachian
Mountains and trips to Acapulco and Fort
Lauderdale.
This summer, UAO is sponsoring a trip
to Europe and a "mystery trip" will be
offered, according to Stofan.
Outdoor recreation offered by UAO this

bocal BHefo
Students enrolled in skiing class (HPE 146,246),
sections 2770, 2912, should report at 1 p.m. tomorrow
in 257 Memorial Hall for introductory information and
equipment fitting.

Drop-add
Drop-add will continue until 4:30 p.m. today in the
Grand Ballroom, Union Beginning Monday, schedule
changes must be made through the Registrar's Office,
Administration Bldg.
Classes can be added until Monday and students
may not change to S-U after the third week of classes.
There is a S3 fee for schedule changes.

Australian jobs
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind., will be the
host school for orientation and recruiting by the
Victoria Teacher Selection Program of Victoria,
Australia.
Interviews will be held Feb. 21-22 for positions in
speech pathology (MA required), business, home
economics, industrial arts, music, physical education
and library science.
Selected applicants will depart for Australia on May
13.
Candidates must apply in writing to Purdue by Jan.
31. For information, contact the Career Planning and
Placement Center, 360 Student Services BldgT, 3722356.

Payroll checks
Students who want their paychecks sent to their
home must furnish a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Payroll Office. The envelope should
either be attached to time sheets or brought to the
office in 325 Administration Bldg. The new policy
goes into effect beginning with the Jan. 21 payroll.

Protest march
Approximately 150,000 people are expected to
march in Washington D.C. on Jan. 22, protesting
the 1973 Supreme Court decision permitting abortion.
A bus trip enabling concerned citizens of northwestern Ohio to attend the annual "March For
Life" is being sponsored by the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Toledo.
Participants will assemble at I p.m. at the
Capitol, following a breakfast at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. The March will proceed down Pennsylvania
Avenue to the White House, concluding with a
program at the Ellipse.

FOR TABLE GAME enthusiasts, UAO
offers tournament' which include frisbee
tossing, air hockey, table soccer and
tennis, chess, bowling and billiards.
Campus winners will advance to regional
collegiate tournaments in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
The week of Feb. 7-11, a space exhibit
featuring a moon rock will be on display in
the main lounge of the Union.
In addition to the usual Brown Bag
movies and weekend campus films, UAO
will present a series of movies entitled
"Academy Award Winners" to be shown
Thursday nights.
This series begins Thursday with
"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "The Wizard
of Ox."
A Horror Film Festival will be shown
Thursday nights during the last half of the
quarter.
Stofan also announced a "video
awareness week" to be held later in the
quarter. The week will feature such films

as the "Football Follies," "The Groove
Tube" and a Beatles concert
A black musical, "Feelin' Good" will
visit campus later In the quarter. Staged
by the National Theatre Company, the
musical explores the heritage of the black
artist
BELLY AND DISCO dancing are Just
two of more than a dozen mini-courses
offered by UAO this quarter. Other courses
include leatherwork, yoga, mixology,
assertiveness and plant care.
Mardi Gras comes to campus the week
of Feb. 14-19. Carol Ross, vice president of
UAO, said. "We hope to mix tentative new
ideas such as a kiddie parade and
masquerade ball with the usual casino
party In the Union ballroom. Jugglers, a
belly dancer and a jazz band.
"There is also the possibility' of new
elaborate decorative ideas," she added.
For added promotion, Mardi Gras mugs
will be available a few weeks prior to the
event
Additional information about UAOsponsored events and activities can be
obtained by contacting the UAO office at
372-2343.

Center orients foreign students
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Skiing class

quarter
Includes
snowmobiling,
tobogganing and a ski trip.

Start your day

although there are some
students here for only a
year. Shuck said.

More than 50 countries
are represented by 190
International students at
the University this quarter,
L. Edward Shuck, director
of
the
international
program, said.
Most of the students
come to the University for
a full four-year program,

The International Center
in Williams Hall serves as
a base for the students. It
provides an orientation
program for the students
when they arrive and
serves as a place to meet
other students while they
are here, he said.

A COFFEE HOUR, held
every
Tuesday
and
Thursday from 2-4 p.m. in
•the International Center,
helps students meet other
international and American
students.
"They (international
students) tend to moke
friends easier with other
foreign students," Shuck
said. He said it seemed to
be
difficult
to
get

Link found In Legion disease
PEORIA, ILL. (APIResearchers have found a
tentative link between a
specific bacteria and the
mysterious Legionaires
disease that killed 29
persons In Philadelphia last
summer, a government
spokesman said yesterday.
However, scientists and
the national Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta
say more study Is needed
before a definite link can
be confirmed.
In a statement released
through a U.S. Department
of Agriculture research
center in Peoria, Dr. Leslie

A. Page cautioned that the
tests made on blood serum
of persons who had the
disease are preliminary.
But he said the suggestion
is strong enough to
schedule more extensive
work.
Page, a microblologist at
the
National
Animal
Disease Laboratory In
Ames, Iowa, and director
of the research, identified
the disease agent found as
chlamydiae.
HOWEVER,
A
spokesman for the CDC
said the center tested for

Former University instructor
charged with rape in Toledo
The first African man to receive a doctoral degree
from the University was arrested Tuesday afternoon in
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main St, on a charge of rape.
Joseph O. AJala, 40, of 623 First St., was taken to
Toledo where he was charged. He was later released on
his own recognizance. Toledo police said there would be a
continuance of the case Jan. 27.
According to various sources, AJala neglected to buy a
Toledo acquaintance a dress In return for sexual favors,
and she filed charges of rape.
AJala, a native of Nigeria, received his doctorate in
educational administration with a specialization in
business education in August and held graduate
assistantship and teaching fellow positions here until
December. He received his bachelors, masters and
doctoral degrees from the University.

NOW LEASING
For Sept. - 9 Month Lease

LANDLORD PA YS ALL UTILITIES
Located at 520 East Reed

chlamydiae when the
disease broke out and
all tests at that time were
negative."
"We have been in contact with Dr. Page and he
is submitting some of his
material to us for further
study,"
the
CDC
spokesman said.
The unexplained illness
struck persons associated
with an American Legion
convention in Philadelphia
July 20-24.
There were 180 reported
cases
of
Legionaires
disease, including the 29
deaths.
PAGE SAID that while
his
findings
do not
definitely link chlamydiae
with the disease, this is
"the first time any positive
serologic result has been
obtained that correlates
with the period of illness in
Legionalre patients."
But, Page said, "confirmation
of
present
serologic
evidence is
definitely needed."
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Americans interested in
other cultures.
Shuck said about half of
the international students
are undergraduates and
half are graduate students.
About one-third of them
are womet..
Upon completion of their
degree, most international
students go on to advanced
programs, he said. When
they are finished with their
education, some go home
and others remain in the
United States.
"IT'S LARGELY a
personal matter. If they
have a good Job at home,
they'll go home, Shuck
said.
Many of the international
students are involved in
the
World
Student
Association (WSA) at the
University, he said. The
association is an independent student agency
that coordinates activities
for
the
international
students.
"The Americans are a
very active minority in the
organization," Shuck said.
WSA is planning activities for winter quarter.
In addition to continuing its
coffee hours, WSA Is
planning to have dinners
representing some of its
members' nationalities,
Shuck said.
A program dealing with
world social problems is
planned for mid-February.
"We're concerned with
communications between
nations," he said.
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Cinema 1*2

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
All STUDENTS SI JS

WITH I D "

4TH & FINAL WEEK!
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7:15 AND 9:40 P.M.
SUNDAY AT 2:00-4:00-7:30 AND 10:00 P.M.

picture
event
ofall
•Jane.

X
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King Kong
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MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
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, A MUltl AUUlON DOHA! (ONTIMfOIAH VIRStON Of TMt
ClAUK AOVINTUM IIOI* PtODUCIO IV D4NO M lAUMNTRS THIS ClAUK HAS
MOM lit ATM TANINO SIGHTS AND iOUNOl THAN AMI MiM IVII til Off
JflUCA LAMOI PORTRAYS THI MAUTY WHO CHARMS THI 40 ROOT MAST AHO
STAItINO AH JIM MhOOIV CHARlll GtOOIN AND TMI IICMIH WONOtt Of TNI
WORIO
HIN&KONO

THE LONG WAIT IS OVER!
LED ZEPPELIN IS NOW HERE ...
"THE SONG IIMAINS THE SAME" AT 7:15 AND 9:40 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7:15 AND 9:40 P.M.
SUNDAY AY 2:00-4:30- 7: JO AND 9:40 P.M.

IN CONCERT AND BEYOND

TnBONOTAICTKAHt

MXOfrKI
OFfNSUiMP.M.

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FOR ADULTS
FRIDAY SATURDAY ONLY!
ALL SEATS $2.00

POSITIVELY NO ONI
UNDER II...
1.0. PEQUIMD

A NEW TWIST
THAT STIRS
THE JUICES!

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
A MOTION PICTUM tICOtO Of THt GROUTS IXFIOSIVI It7) MADflON
IQUA1I OAROIN MtfORMANCIS THI iONG HMAiNS THI IAAM CARTUM* THI
NINO AHO 1111 NCI Of TNf fOUt MOM WHO MAM KO II WHIN THI MOSI
IICITINO AND DUtAMI Of IOC" OROUM

(Just Across from the Campus)
$85.00 Per Student -

WHAT:

Four Students Per Apartment

"UAO Welcome Back Mixer"

"THE RITZ" SHOWN AT 7:10 AND 9:15 P.M.

include

SUNDAY AT 2:00-7:30 AND 9:15 P.M.

war:
9:00 PM to 1:00 AM
WHERE:

Grand Ballroom, Union
COST:

NOW SHOWING!

50* admission

beer will be available (for purchase)
Sound system will provide music to done* by

Sponsored by Union Activities Organization
Special Events Committee

*

New Apartments

*

Large - 2 Bedrooms

*

Central Air Conditioning

*

Washer-Dryer in Building

*

Heat, Water, Sewage, Trash
Removal, Electric ALL PAID BY LANDLORD

PHONE

352-5163

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main

. . .

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:

THf mi

SASIO ON THI IANV MOADWAY COfAIDY HIT. STARS JACK

WI1TON WHO POI'lAYi A SANITATION COMfANV OWNS* WHO TAKIS RlfUOl
fWOM HIS MUROIROUS MrOTHftlN-lAW IN A tATHHOUU THAT'S MORf Uttl A
■AADHOUtl. ALSO HAIRING AM RITA MOMNO KM' STHUR AMD tVS KAVI
IAIIARO IN TMS HKAItOUS COMIOv SMASH
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Cage rivals square off

Defensive-minded Rockets invade
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Kditor
Playing defensive-minded basketball teams is nothing
new for Bowling Green this season But sroring more
than 100 points la something that hasn't happened since
U<; beat Cleveland State, 101-66, last year.
The Falcon cagers will again challenge one of the top
defensive teams in the nation, anil the best in the MidAmerican Conference (MAC), when they face arch-rival
Toledo University ITU) at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Anderson
Arena
The Falcons arc coming off an impressive 103-62
triumph ovei Eastern Michigan University (F.MU)
Wednesday night, while the Rockets held Ohio University,
the MACs lop offensive club, to just 66 points in an 82-66
win
AND IF that's not I'linugh, Falcon coach John Wcinert

was released from Wood County Hospital yesterday and
led the team in practice the same afternoon. He was
quick to point out, however, the fine job of his two
assistant coaches.
"Mike (Ehrenfricdi and Charlie (Parker) did a great
job while I was gone." Wcinert said. "They were put in a
tough spot with tremendous pressure on them. They're
two kind of guys who'll put the team ahead of themselves."
But the two assistants saw it as a group effort.
"IT WAS a three-man operation all the way,"
F.hrenfried said. "It's a tribute to coach Weinert to have
the team play the way they did. The training and
discipline the team has really came out in the game."
"That game shows the type of character the team has,
playing the way they did without their head coach,"
Parker said. "We liad a good game plan. The team was
motivated and wanted to win and I just enjoyed the
excitement of the game."

And if it's excitement you like, it's excitement you'll
get when the Rockets invade the flatlands.
The Rockets, 9-3 on the season and 1-1 in the MAC, are
led by Ted Williams. The 6-5 junior forward leads a
balanced scoring attack with a 12.5 average.
FRESHMAN forward Dick Miller is TU's secondleading scorer with a 11.9 mark and leading rebounder
with a 7.9 average. Sophomore guard Stan Joplin and
captain Dave Speicher are also averaging in double
figures with 11.0 and 10.2 marks respectively. But
Speicher has been on a scoring rampage lately, scoring
24 and 23 points in his last two games.
BG will counter with Norvain Morgan, who scored a
season-high 15 points against EMU, and Ron Hammye at
the inside spots, while senior tri-captains Tommy Harris
and Dan Hipshcr will man the wing positions. Dan
Shumaker or Greg Kampe. who scored a career-high 12
points against EMU, will start at the point.

Newton, skaters challenge Bucks
By Bill Estop
Spurts Editor
Bruce

Newton

hopes

history does-and doesn'l
repeal itsell this weekend.
The
Falcon
center
wouldn't mind scoring
anothei goal oi (*" this
weekend when the local
skaters invade Ohio State
for a pail of key Central
Collegiate Hockey Assn.

ICCHA) contests. But you
ran spare him some of the
excitement.
Although he scored 32
points
last
season,
Newton's biggest tally
came with the overtime
goal in the opener of last
year's Ohio State series in

Columbus.
"< Mark i Wells got the
draw and the puck went
back to i John) Mavity,"

Newton said of his gamewinner which gave BG a
4-3 win. "Mav shot it and I
tipped it and the puck
went over the goalie's
glove.
"I WAS in a daze that
whole game because it was
so hot," he said. "And the
goal wasn't all that
spectacular."
And neither was his play

Wrestlers prepare for Miami

Twenty paces ahead
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
We're '.tl paces ahead of
last year''
So said Bruce Bellard,
whose wrestlers have only
played in one ii.ee! a
seven-point loss to Western
Michigan-but who are
healthy and ready to test
Miami in Oxford at I pin.
idiiiiii row,
Except fin freshman Jim

Warmington ibad hand),
Bowling Green is in excellent shape physically to
avenge lasl year's 26 l"
loss
■•WE DON'T have nearly
BS many kids, but we have
more good kids That leads

to better competition,"
liell.inl said. The Falcons,
however, have been hurt in
the mental sense as four
players have been ruled

academically ineligible.
"In the long run, it
might hurt us," Bellard
admitted, "but only Mark
O'Hare 1177-pound freshmam was a possible
starter Two of the three
Other kids added depth "
The Falcon probables arc
Ja) l.iles 1118). Jerry
Thomas nail. Bill Frazier
1134), Jack
Pcquignot
(142), Kick Kopf (150),
Mark Mayer < 158). Jim
Stille or Marty Buynak
116/1. Warmington il77).
Al Nozak (190), and

heavyweight
Polhemus.

Jeff

MIAMI 12-11 returns six
men who logged considerable time last year.
Judy Chesbrough. a tough
177-pound senior, finished
fourth in the Mid-American
Conference in 1976 As a
team, the Redskins finished
seventh in the league to
HCi's last-place effort.
Chesbrough entered the
season with a career mark
of 38-25-1.
"Miami's tough-it shut
out Wright State earlier
this season."
Bellard
warned
But this time, the
Falcons should be ready
Twenty paces worth.

early this season. The
sophomore from Uxbridge,
tint., didn't score
a
goal until the St. Louis
series-six weeks and nine
games into the campaign.
"1 think I was playing
too much defense." Newton
said of the lengthy scoring
draught. "Plus I was
shooting too high. And high
shots are a goalie's dream.
"It was getting over that
first
goal,"
Newton
claimed. "It just got the
pressure off "
Now the burly anchor
faces another ehallcngo-new linemates.
Necessitated by the
Ineligibllity to leading
scorer Mike Hartman,
Newton has joined wings
Steve Murphy and Andy
Crowther. After playing as
a unit only four shifts at
the Great Lakes tournament and a week in
practice, the switch is
working.
•BOTH MURPHY and
Andy are really good
plavmakers." he said,
"and they pass more
around the net. It's tough
putting together a line in a
week but we're looking
good,
"Sure,
it's an adjustment. They're both
really quick skaters and
they've got a lot different

style than I'm used to."
But
Newton's more
worried about Ohio State
than about the play of his
line.
"We've got our backs
against the wall," he said.
"We've got to go down
there and win two. They're
sitting pretty."
Sitting pretty right atop
the CCHA standings with a
5-1 loop record, that is. The
Falcons,
111-7 overall)
meanwhile, remain buried
in third place with a 1-2
record.
"I hear they have a
freshman goalie," Newton
said of Buckeye netminder
Steve Jones. "If we can
get some shots on him
we're bound to score."

Bruce Newton will get
his share of shots, and
maybe goals. But he'd
prefer them in the three
regulation periods this trip.
SAVES-A youthful Ohio
State club, 11-9 overall, is
led by sophomore right
wing Jack Lampron 119-1332) and three freshmencenter Paul Tilley (8-20-38).
center Ed Lisogar (8-16-24)
and right wing Tom
Scanlon (7-13-20)...Mike
Lint will start in goal
tonight for BG, while Al
Sarachman
will
go
Saturday... both games
slated for 8 p.m. start in
Ohio State's 1,400 seat Ice
Rink.WBC.U-TV, channel
57, will telecast tomorrow'"
game
beginning at 8

Intramural notes
1.nines for independent hockey and all-campus
basketball are now available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen.
F.nlnes are due Jan. 11, with play beginning Jan. 17.
Off-campus students may pick up entries at the IM office. 201 Memorial Hall.

•••
IM basketball officials arc needed for winter quarter.
Pay is $2.20 an hour. Interested students should contact
the IM office this week.

Nswtphoto by Jim Osbor

Having been successful in their one-game stint as
ro-eoaehes of the Faleoo cagers Wednesday
evening, BG assistants Charlie Parker (left) and
Mike F.hrenfried (right) will turn the coaching reins
back over to head mentor John Weinert for
tomorrow evening's clash against Toledo.

Synchronized swim
meet tomorrow
Competitive synchronized swimming is nothing new for
members of Bowling Green's Swan Club. But many BG
students have never heard of the sport, let alone witnessed a meet.
Those unfamiliar with the sport will get an opportunity
to see a meet tomorrow as the Falcon women host the
BG Invitational Synchronized Swimming Figure Meet at
10 am. in the Natatonum.
"COMPETITIVE synchronized has no relation to show
swimming." new head coach Jean Campbell said. "What
is involved is the performing of figures, similar to figure
skating,"
Scoring is done similarly to that done in diving. Five
judges will award points to the top seven placers.
Participants are judged on control, design, movement
through the figure and degree of difficulty. Team totals
are then assessed based on individual scores.
Twelve members of BG's Swan Club will be competing
for the Falcons Seven teams including Ohio State
University and Michigan State University will participate.

A

Swimmers goal-to move up
Bj Dave Smercina
Sports Writer
The goal Is to move
upward.
The Falcon SB mi team
enters this season with one
goal to Improi e on last
season, which included a 56 dual meet record and S
seventh
place
MidAmerican Con Ference
I MAC I finish

Tilings look promising
Nine lettermen, who hold
seven school
records,
return And coach Tom
Stubba has recruited a fine
crop ot freshmen, including
breaststroker Daryl liable,
s prep all- American
But the team isn'l
without problems
Four swimmers, including record holders
Chris Price and Jon Watts,
have

been

ruled

academli all) ineligible.

lettermen Randy Richards
and Mark llammann did
not come out for the team.
Richards holds the Bowling
linen record in the 100yard breaststroke. while
II mini,inn was part of two
record-setting relay teams.
When you look at the
squad now. with the guys
quitting, ineligible kids and
all, we have 18 guys-16
swimmers and two divers."
Hi i coach Tom Stubbs said
"We're down to the guys

'59.00

talent
>
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introduces its new 1977-78 officers
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Fitness World
Health Spa
352-3778
Comer of 7th and High
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Something New

I * Northgate
I

Well, the first test for the
tankers comes today at
Ohio University (OH). And
it should be a good
barometer for what lies
ahead.

The teams arc fairly
evenly matched. Last
season OU won, 62-52.
Marly season predictions
again see the two MAC
squads with comparable

DELTA GAMMA

IN ADDITION, returning

I

who can go to school and
swim, and want to do it.
That's enough people-if
they want to do it."

01- :,.,v-'

1095 N. Main
Homecooked Daily Specials
Live Brtertainmont
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Thuf»-Fri-$at ntgrrts

President - Karen Speidel
V.P. Chapter Relations - Bonnie White
V P Hush - Diane Charlton
Asst. Hush Recording - Bomta Linsay
Asst. Hush Social - Kim Winder
Senior Pan-Hel Rep. - Karen I.ange
Jr. Pan-Hel Hep. - Rose Tambaxsl
Pan-Hel Alternate - Mary Newton
Corresponding Sec. - Linda Koucky
Recording Sec - Gail Randolph
Treasurer - Clndi Perjol
Asst Treasurer - Beth Johnson
House Manager - Sandy Muir
Scholarship Chairman
- Brenda

Bebrfnger

Rituals - ("aria DcJohn
Social Chairman - Jeannie Riggs
Asst Social • Nan Groves
Foundations - Jackie Danford
Anchora Public Relations - Karen
Pax son
Rush Counselors - Michelle Duda
- Pam Rogers
Activities & Historian - Jackie I.oman
Song Chairman - Cindy Bohlman

If you don't know what
this is, you're not eating at
McDonald's.
It's change. And you can still get it at
McDonald's.
Our prices are still terrifically reasonable.
And you can still get terrific things to eat for
under a dollar.
So, why not eat at McDonald's soon?
The change will do you good.

We do it all tor you

by Nrte Rite 77
Mike Lamb & Sandy Nelson
your favorite seafood prime rib
or steaks served nightly

"Oh boy'.Change
for a change!'

E
fl

Thanks to the old officers I

I470E.WOOSTER
IOS0S. MAIN
Bowling Green. Ohio

m.

Congratulations Mark Zimmerman!
Good luck Saturday on your half court shot for 100 Big Mac's

